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Let CSQS(v) denote a cyclic Steiner quadruple system of order v. Various 
product constructions for CSQS(uv) are given. Amongst other results we show how 
to construct a CSQS(uv) (v f 0 (mod 4)) from a CSQS(u), a CSQS(2u) and a 
CSQS(u). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] Cho gives a doubling construction applicable to a cyclic Steiner 
quadruple system of order u, CSQS(v), in the case u f 0 (mod 4). The 
construction produces a CSQS(2v) from the given CSQS(v) but the process 
can not be re-applied since 20 = 0 (mod 4). In [2] Colbourn and Colbourn 
obtain a modification of Cho’s construction which, in some circumstances, 
overcomes this problem. The basic idea of this modification is to omit part 
of the CSQS(u) prior to doubling and then to complete the resulting doubled 
system with a suitable further cyclic Steiner quadruple system. These results, 
together with the existence of CSQS(32) given in [3],. have considerably 
extended the spectrum of known CSQS(u) to the point where it is now 
conjectured that such systems exist for all admissible u except for the values 
v = 8, 14 and 16. 
In this paper we present new product constructions for CSQS(v) which 
extend the results of Cho and of Colbourn and Colbourn referred to above. 
These would also seem to lend further weight to the conjecture. Our 
constructions may be viewed as generalisations of the doubling constructions 
in the sense that if u is taken to be 2 in the following theorems and the 
necessary modifications are made to the proofs then the doubling 
constructions are obtained. 
The basic construction method is also applicable, with suitable 
modifications, to certain 2-designs. We hope to make this the subject of a 
future paper. 
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2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Given a positive integer zi we denote by [u] the set (0, 1, 2,..., v - l}. All 
CSQS(v) referred to in this paper will be represented in the usual way as 
unions of 4-block orbits drawn from the appropriate [u] under the action of 
the corresponding cyclic group (i + i + 1 (mod u)). Such orbits will be 
referred to as full, half or quarter orbits according as their length is U, v/2 or 
v/4. A half orbit will contain a block of the form {0, i, v/2, v/2 + i} and a 
quarter orbit one of the form {0, v/4, v/2, 3v/4}. An orbit starter is any one 
4-block of the orbit and a set of starters for a system is simply a set of such 
4-blocks, precisely one from each orbit of the system. Thus any particular 
CSQS(v) is characterised once a set of starters for it is known. 
Givena4-block {~,~,y,z},wherew~x~y~zandw,x,y,zE[v],we 
define the difference quadruple (DQ) as the cyclically ordered set with 
integer entries (X - w, y -x, z - y, v + w -z). (The DQ is dependent on ZI 
but in what follows the intended value of v should always be clear.) Two 
DQ’s are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by cyclic 
permutation and we do not distinguish between such DQ’s. All the 4-blocks 
in any one orbit will have the same DQ and, conversely, if two 4-blocks have 
the same DQ then they lie in the same orbit. Given a 3-block {w, X, y}, 
where w < x < y and w, x, y E [a], we define the difference triple (DT) in the 
same manner. Since each 4-block contains four 3-blocks, each DQ gives rise 
to four derived DT’s. 
If m 1 v denote by CSQS(v, -m) a system composed of cyclic 4-block 
orbits, with block entries in [v], which has the property that those 3-blocks 
whose DT’s have entries with a common factor v/m do not occur in any 
4-block of the system, while all other 3-blocks occur precisely once in some 
4-block of the system. Such a system is called an m-beheaded cyclic 
quadruple system of order v. This concept was introduced by Colbourn and 
Colbourn in [2]. The definition just given differs slightly from that given in 
[2] if v is not admissible-in particular if 3 / v. The original definition was in 
terms of DQ’s and their derived DT’s. The difference may be significant for 
Theorems 2 and 4 below where our results could be applied to CSQS(v, -m), 
where v is non-admissible. The question of whether such systems exist (for 
example, v = 27, m=3 or v== 85, m =5) is open. The existence of a 
CSQS(v, -m) and a CSQS(m) implies that of a CSQS(v); the latter system 
is obtained by taking a set of starters for CSQS(m), multiplying the entries 
in each by v/m and taking the resulting sets together with starters for 
CSQS(v, -m) as a set of starters for CSQS(v). The details are given in [2]. 
Finally, we shall use Lx] to denote the integer part of X, so that [x] <x < 
1x1 + 1. 
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3. CONSTRUCTIONS 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that there exists a CSQS(u) and a CSQS(v), the 
latter system being composed entirely of full orbits. Then there exists a 
CSQS(uv, -2~). 
Proof. Take F,, H, and Q, to be sets of starters for (respectively) full, 
half and quarter orbits collectively forming a CSQS(u). (We do not exclude 
the possibility that some of these may be empty.) To these collections of 
starters we add starters for certain orbits of blocks with repeated entries. We 
take si to be a starter for the orbit containing the 4-block (0, 0, i, i} for i = 
0, l,..., u/2. Note that these orbits are distinct from one another. Put A, = 
{so}, B, = isIt s2,..., s~,-,),~} and C, = (su12J. 
Next take F, to be a set of starters for a collection of full orbits forming a 
CSQS(u) and define B, in an analogous fashion to B,. 
We shall next define the product XY for X = F,, H, , Q, , A,, B, and C, , 
and for Y = F, and B,, with the exception of A,B,. Each such product 
consists of a set of starters and the orbits generated by these collectively 
form a CSQS(uu, -2~). The definition of each of these eleven products is 
similar, one to another, the differences relating to just two points: 
(i) the elimination of “obvious” duplicate starters, and 
(ii) the elimination of starters containing repeated elements. The basic 
construction is as follows. 
Foreach{w,x,y,z}EXandeach{a,~,y,6}EYform{wv+a,xv+~, 
yu + y, zv f 6) and 23 other starters (with entries in [uv]) by using all the 
other 23 permutations of {a,,& y, 6). XY consists of all the starters so 
formed, except that if a number of starters lie in a single orbit then we 
discard all but one of these, and if a starter contains repeated elements then 
it too is discarded. If 1 + j denotes cardinality then in all cases IXYI < 
24 1x1 I Y(. We denote by #XY the number of distinct 4-blocks formed by the 
starters in XY under the action of the cyclic group (i--f i + 1 (mod UU)). We 
give details below of the eleven individual products which we require. 
1. F,F,. This follows the general construction. Note #F,F,. < 
24~~ IF,\ IFA. 
2. H,F,. Note that {WV + a, xu t p, wz/ f uv/2 + y, xv + uv/2 + 6) and 
{WV + y, xv + 6, WV + uv/2 $ a, xv + uv/2 + /3} both give rise to the same 
orbit. Hence #H,F, < 122~ IH,( IFJ. 
3. Q,F,. Note that {WV + CL, wu + uv/4 + ,8, WV + uv/2 + y, 
WV + 3uv/4 + 6) and the three other such starters formed by cyclic 
permutation of {a, ,& y, S} all give rise to the same orbit. Hence #Q,F, < 
624~ IQ,1 IFul. 
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4. AUF,. All 24 starters formed from {a, /3, y, S} E F,, give rise to the 
same orbit. Therefore #AUF, < UZI lF,I. 
5. B,F,. Note that {WV + a, wu + p, xu + y, xu + 6}, {WV + /3, WZI + a, 
xv+y, xv+S}, {wv+a, wv+P, xv+4 xv+y} and {wu+p, WZI+~, 
xu + 6, xzi + y] ail give rise to the same orbit. Therefore #B,F,: < 
6~ IB, I I-F, 1. 
6. C,F,. The 24 possibilities for each {a, ,!?, y, 6) E F,, are easily reduced 
to just three which we can specify as being of the form {WV $ a, wu + /3, 
WV + uv/2 + y, WV + uv/2 + S}, {wv+a, WV + w/2 + p, WV + y, 
WV $ uv/2 + 6) and { wu + a, WV + uv/2 + p, WV f uv/2 + y, WV + 6). Hence 
#C,F, < 3uv IF”I. 
7. F,B,. There are just six distinct permutations of each 
{a,a,P,P}EB,. Hence #F,B,,<6uvlF,jlB,J. 
8. HUB,. As for F,B,, but note that {WV + ct, xv + a, WV + uv/2 -t /?, 
xv+uv/2+,!I} and {wv+p, xv+/?, WV+UV/~+U, xv+uv/2+a} both 
give rise to the same orbit, while {WV + a, xv +/I, WV + uv/2 + /3, 
xv+uv/2+a} and {wv+/3, xv+a, wv+uv/2+a, xv+uv/2+~} also 
give rise to a common orbit. Furthermore {WV + a, xv + ,& WV + uv/2 + a, 
xv+uv/2+~} and (wv+p, xv+a, wv+uv/2+/?, xv+uv/2+a} both 
give rise to half orbits. Therefore #HUB,, < 3uv I H,l lB,.I. 
9. Q,B,. As for HUB, with x = w + u/4 but note that the first four 
starters now give rise to the same orbit while the last two give rise to a 
common half orbit. Hence #Q,B, < $uv / Q,i lB,,l. 
10. B,B,. For each {w, w, x, x} E B, and each {a, a, /3, p} E B,, the six 
possible starters are reduced to four by elimination of starters with repeated 
elements and the remaining four all lie in a common orbit. Hence #B,B,, < 
uv 14 IB,l. 
11. CUB,. As for B,B,, but the orbits generated are now half orbits. 
Therefore #C, B, < $LV /B, /. 
Before proceeding further it is useful to note that the starters with repeated 
elements eliminated from the above products all contain just two pairs of 
distinct elements-i.e., all such starters are of the form {a, a, b, b}. 
We define P to be the union of the sets of starters defined in 1 to 11 above 
(some of which may be empty). Let #P denote the number of distinct 
4-blocks generated by P and I CSQS(uv, -2u)l denote the number of 4-blocks 
forming a CSQS(uv, -2~). We prove that 
(a) #P < I CSQS(uv, -2u)l, 
(b) the collection of 4.blocks generated by P contains every 3-block 
whose DT entries do not have a common factor v/2. 
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It follows from (a) and (b) that P generates a CSQS(uv, -2~). 
(a) From 1 to 11 above 
#P< uv[(24 IF,1 + 12 IHul + 6 IQ,1 + 6 IB,! + 4) IF,,1 
+ (6 IFi + 3 Ifful + $ IQ,1 + IB,I + 4) lB,ll 
But IF,l+~lH,,l+$lQ,l=lCSQS(u)l/~=(u- l)(u-2)/24, and lB,l= 
(u - 2)/2. Hence 
#P< uu[((u - l)(u - 2) + 3(u - 2) + 4) IF,1 
+ ((u - l)(u - 2)/4 + (u - 2)/2 + 4) iB,l] 
= uv[u2 IF01 + ~(22 -u) jB”l] 
= uv[u2(v - l)(u - 2) + 3(u* - u)(v - 2)]/24 
= uv[u2v2 - 3uv - 42~’ + 6u]/24 
= uv [ (uv - l)(uv - 2) - (2~ - 1)(2u - 2)]/24 
= / CSQS(uv, -2u)i. 
(1.1) 
(b) Take any 3-block { W,X, Y}, where W, X, Y are three distinct 
elements of [uv], whose DT entries do not have a common factor v/2. Take 
w, x, Y E [u] and a, P, YE [VI such that W= wv +a, X=xu +p and 
Y= yv+y. 
Consider first the 3-block {a, p, y}. The DT entries corresponding to this 
block do not have a common factor v/2. Consequently one of the starters in 
F,U B, will generate an orbit containing a 4-block which in turn will 
contain the 3-block {a, ,L3, y}. Hence there exists a k E [v] with the property 
that if k, , k,, k, E [v] are given by k, = a + k (mod v), k, = j3 + k (mod v), 
k, G y + k (mod v) then there exists a k, E [v] such that {k,, k,, k,, k,} E 
F,v B,. 
Now take w’, x’, y’ E [u] such that W + k = w’v + k, (mod UZ)), X + k = 
x’v + k, (mod uv) and Y + k = y’v + k, (mod uv). Consider {w’, x’, JJ’ }. By 
a similar argument to that given in the previous paragraph we deduce that 
there exists an 1 E [u] such that if I,, I,, 1, E [u] are given by 1, = w + 1 
(mod u), 1, = x’ f 2 (mod u), I, z y’ + 1 (mod u) then there exists an I, E [u] 
such that {l,,1,,13,14}EFuUH,UQ,UAuUB,UC,. 
We claim that the starter {II v + k,, 1, v + k,, 1, v + k,, 1, v + k,}, or a 
starter giving rise to the same orbit, lies in the collection P. From the manner 
of construction of P this can be seen to be the case provided that the starter 
does not contain a repeated element and provided also that we do not have 
both {Ii, I,, l,, la} EA, and {k,, k,, k,, k4} E B,. If the starter were of these 
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excluded types it would necessarily be of the form {a, a, b, 6). To see that the 
starter is not of this form consider its image under the mapping i+ i - 
(Zv + k) (mod uv). Th is image is just { W, X, Y, (1,~ + k, - Iv-k) (mod uv)}. 
Since W, X, Y are distinct, the starter cannot be of the form {a, a, b, b}. 
Moreover, the orbit generated by this starter clearly contains a 4-block 
which in turn contains the 3-block { W, X, Y}, thus completing the proof of 
the theorem. 
COROLLARY. If, in addition to the conditions of the theorem, there exists 
a CSQS(2u), then there exists a CSQS(uv). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that there exists a CSQS(u) and a CSQS(v, -m), 
where v E m (mod 2), and in addition the latter system is composed entirely 
of full orbits. Then there exists a CSQS(uv, --urn). 
ProoJ This follows closely the proof of Theorem 1. The collection P is 
defined as before except that F, now denotes a set of starters for full orbits 
forming a CSQS(v, -m) and B, denotes 
{ Sl , s2 ,.a-, s.rl\&n~ s 2U/rn,“‘3 sKo/m I 5 
where J= [(v - 1)/2J and K= [(m - 1)/2]. 
Inequality (1.1) still holds but we now have 
1 F,/ = [(v - l)(v - 2) - (m - l)(m - 2)]/24 
and 
lB,l = [(v - 1)/2J - L(m - 1)PJ = (v -ml/& 
since u 3 m (mod 2). Therefore 
#P < uv[u’(v - l)(v - 2) - u’(m - l)(m - 2) + 3(u2 - u)(v - m)]/24 
Z-Z uv [u”v’ - u2m2 - 3uv + 3um]/24 
= uv[ (uv - l)(uv - 2) - (urn - l)(um - 2)]/24 
= 1 CSQS(uv, -um)i. 
The argument locating a 3-block { W, X, Y} holds as before provided that 
the entries in the corresponding DT do not have a common factor v/m. 
(Note that either 2)~ or v/2 is a multiple of v/m.) It follows that P 
necessarily generates a CSQS(uv, -urn). 
COROLLARY. If, in addition to the conditions of the theorem, there exists 
a CSQS(um), then there exists a CSQS(uv). 
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Note. The requirement for IF01 to be an integer ensures that u = m 
(mod 8), given that u = m (mod 2). However, there appears to be no 
necessity for v to be admissible. For example, the theorem would apply to 
CSQS(27, -3) or CSQS(85, -5) if indeed such systems exist. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that there exists a CSQS(u), a CSQS(2u) and a 
CSQS(v) where u f 0 (mod 4). Then there exists a CSQS(uv). 
ProoJ The condition v & 0 (mod 4) ensures that any CSQS(v) will 
consist entirely of full and half orbits. Take such a system and let F, be a set 
of starters for the full orbits and H, a set of starters for the half orbits. B,, is 
as in the proof of Theorem 1 except that si and s(,,~~~) are omitted for each i 
satisfying 0 < i < v/4 for which the 4-block (0, i, v/2, u/2 + i} lies in an orbit 
generated by some starter lying in H,. We shall call such values of i 
prohibited. 
P is now constructed as in the proof of Theorem 1 using F,. and the 
modified B,, omitting H, from the product construction. Thus (1.1) still 
holds and so 
#P< uv[u* JF,j + $(u” -u) IBJ]. 
However, we now have jF,( = (v - I)(v - 2)/24 - (H,, (/2 and IB,. ( = 
(a - 2)/2 - 2 1 H, /. We therefore obtain 
#P < (CSQS(uu, -2u)j - uv(2u2 - u) I H,>1/2. (3.1) 
We now extend P to form Q by adjoining to P a set of starters P”, 
described below. We take Flu, HTu, QzU, B,, and C,, as in the proof of 
Theorem 1. Let B& denote the collection of starters si, 0 < i < v/4, omitted 
from B, in the first paragraph of this proof. We define the products F,,B$,, 
Hd&, Qd$, B,,B$, and C,,B& as in the proof of Theorem 1, with u 
there replaced by 2u and v by v/2. If #P* denotes the number of 4-blocks 
generated by P” under the action of the cyclic group (i-$ i f 1 (mod uv)) 
then 
H” G 46 IF,,1 + 3 IL + $ l&l + lPh,i + $1 lP~,,ll 
= uv[$(4u* - 2~) (B$,(j 
= uv(2u2 - u) ) H, l/2. (3.2) 
Hence if #Q denotes the number of 4-blocks generated by Q = P U P”, then 
by (3.1) and (3.2), 
#Q < #P + #P* < I CSQS(uu, -2u)/. 
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We next show that the collection of 4-blocks generated by Q contains 
every 3-block whose DT entries do not have a common factor v/2. It then 
follows from the preceding inequality that Q generates a CSQS(uv, -2~); 
this system can then be extended to a CSQS(uv) using the CSQS(2u) 
assumed in the statement of the Theorem. 
Take any 3-block {W, X, Y), where W, X, Y are three distinct elements of 
[uu], whose DT entries do not have a common factor v/2. Let 01, ,8, y E [u] 
be such that ~1s W (mod u), p = X (mod U) and y = Y (mod v), and consider 
the 3-block {(x, p, y}. The DT entries corresponding to this block do not have 
a common factor v/2. Hence either 
(a) { CI, p, y } lies in some 4-block generated by a starter in F, U B, , or 
(b) {a, ,B, y} lies in some 4-block generated by a starter in H,, or by 
one of the starters sj omitted from B,. 
In case (a) the location of {W, X, Y) in a 4-block proceeds precisely as in 
the proof of Theorem 1. We deal with case (b). 
Take w*, x*, y* E [2u] and (r*, p*, y* E [u/2] such that W= 
w*v/2 + a*, X = x*v/2 +p* and Y= y*v/2 + y*. Then the DT associated 
with {a*, p*, y*} is of the form (0, i, v/2 - i) or (0, v/2 - i, i) for some 
prohibited i. Hence there exists k* E [u/2] with the property that if k?, kf, 
kf E [v/2] are given by k: E a* + k* (mod v/2), kt =/I* + k* (mod v/2), 
k: = y* + k* (mod u/2), then there exists a kf E [v/2] such that {k:, k;, 
kc, kf 1 E B:,z. Now take w”, x”, y” E [2u] such that W + k* z w”u/2 + k: 
(mod uv), X + k* I x”v/2 + k? (mod uv), Y + k* = y”v/2 + kf (mod uv). 
Consider {w”, x”, y”). There exists an I* E [2u] such that if I,*, l:, 
1: E [2u] are given by 1: = w” + I* (mod 2u), 1; EX” + 1” (mod 2u), 1: = 
y” + I* (mod 2u), then there exists an 1: E [2u] such that {I,*, IF, l?, lt} E 
F,, U H,, U Q2, U B,, U C,, (but not in A,,). It is easy to verify that s = 
{lFv/2 + k:, I$/2 + kf, lfv/2 + kt, lfv/2 + kt} maps to { W, X, Y, 
(I,*v/2 + k$ - l*v/2 - k*) (mod uv)) under the mapping i-+ i - (l*v/2 + k*) 
(mod uv). Hence the starter s cannot be of the form {a, a, b, b} and the orbit 
generated by s contains a 4-block which in turn contains { W, X, Y}. The 
result now follows. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that there exists a CSQS(u), a CSQS(2u) and a 
CSQS(v, -m), where v, m = 0 (mod 2), and in addition that the latter system 
is composed entirely of full and half orbits. Then there exists a 
CSQS(uv, -urn). 
ProojI Again the proof follows that of previous Theorems. We take F,,, 
H, to be sets of starters for full and half orbits collectively forming a 
CSQS(v, -m). B, consists of all the starters si, 0 < i < v/2, except for 
SUa/36/1-5 
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(i) si and s~,,,_~) for each i satisfying 0 < i < v/4 for which the 
4-block {0, i, v/2, v/2 + i} lies in an orbit generated by some starter lying in 
H,, and 
(ii) si for each i satisfying 0 < i < v/2 for which (v/m) / i. 
P is constructed as in Theorem 3 and (1.1) continues to hold; but we now 
have 
IF,1 = [(v - l)(v - 2) - (m - l)(m - 2)]/24 - iH,1/2 
and 
IBuI = (v - m)/2 - 2 IH,l. 
Hence we obtain 
#P < 1 CSQS(uv, -urn)1 - uv(2u2 - u) 1 HJ2. 
P* is constructed as in Theorem 3 and (3.2) continues to hold. Hence if 
Q=PUP* then 
#Q < 1 CSQS(uv, -urn& 
Now take any 3-block {W, X, Y} of distinct elements of [uv] whose 
associated DT entries do not have a common factor v/m. The location of 
{ W, X, Y} in a 4-block generated by Q now proceeds as in the proof of 
Theorem 3 and the result follows. 
COROLLARY 1. If, in addition to the conditions of the Theorem, there 
exists a CSQS(um), then there exists a CSQS(uv). 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that there exists a CSQS(u), a CSQS(2u), a 
CSQS(4u) and a CSQS(v), where ~1 E 0 (mod 4). Then there exists a 
CSQS(uv). 
Prooj Since z, z 0 (mod 4) then there exists a CSQS(v, -4) composed 
entirely of full and half orbits. By Theorem 4 there is then a CSQS(uv, -4~) 
and hence, by Corollary 1 above, there exists a CSQS(uv). (The case v & 0 
(mod 4) is dealt with by Theorem 3 and does not require the existence of a 
CSQS(4u).) 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that there exists a CSQS(u) and a CSQS(v). If 
u G 2 or 10 (mod 12) then, by the result of Cho [ 11, there is a CSQS(2u); 
hence by the results of Colbourn and Colbourn [2] and the present authors 
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[3 J there exists a CSQS(2’u) f or II > 4. 1s u = 4 or 8 (mod 12) then by the 
latter results there is a CSQS(2’u) for n > 3. Hence 
(i) If u E 2 or 10 (mod 12) there exists a CSQS(2”uv)for n > 4. 
(ii) If u = 4 or 8 (mod 12) there exists a CSQS(2”uu) for n > 3. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The above Theorems permit construction of cyclic Steiner quadruple 
systems for infinitely many orders previously unknown. In particular, using 
known CSQS(2” . 5u), n> 1, U= 1, 5, 13, 17, .5*, 29 or 37 (see [2]) and 
Theorem 3 it follows that the existence of a CSQS(2x) with x odd implies the 
existence of a CSQS(2”+’ + 5~). Repeated application yields further 
systems. The smallest new system is a CSQS(220). The constructions would 
appear to lend further weight to the conjecture that cyclic Steiner quadruple 
systems exist for all admissible orders except 8, 14 and 16. 
In conclusion, we observe that in Theorem 1, for fixed CSQS(u) and 
CSQS(v), the resulting product system is unaltered if the starters taken for 
the former system are changed. But the same may not be true if the starters 
chosen for the latter system are changed. A similar observation applies to the 
other theorems. 
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